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by Alan Corbiere
Great philosophers have posed the question, “If a tree falls in the forest,
does anybody hear it?” Anishinaabe elders say that when a large old tree collapses
for no apparent reason, an elder has died. Well, this past winter two giant trees
must have fallen because we in the Lake Huron - Manitoulin Island area lost two
elders: Archie Nmenhs McGregor and Violet McGregor.
Perhaps one of the trees which fell was ininaatig, the maple tree: the
male tree, a life giving tree. Art tapped trees, Art made syrup, and Art worked
with wood, but more to the point Art was a kind, giving man, much like the
maple tree that gives to the Anishinaabe in so many ways. Perhaps the other
tree that fell was a cedar or a willow, with a large canopy of branches and leaves,
swaying in the wind like fringes dangling from a dress or shawl. These large
willow offer shelter like the skirt of a grandmother that a child clings to when
frightened. Or maybe the two trees that collapsed were the same species, because
the Anishinaabe say that the trees, like humans, also are male and female.
Archie and Violet were a team, and they were also long time supporters
of the Ojibwe Cultural Foundation (OCF). Violet, in fact, was appointed Elder
(continued on page 2...)
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representative for life on the OCF Board.
Both remained active in the community
and both maintained positions on
various Anishinaabe organizational
boards. During my term at the helm of
the Ojibwe Cultural Foundation I relied
on Violet for her wisdom, strength and
decisiveness. I recently reviewed some
videotaped footage of the 2011 gathering
to commemorate the 175th Anniversary
of Bond Head Treaty the OCF and the
UCCM hosted. In one scene, I asked
the assembled chiefs and audience to
honor the signatory chiefs and their
descendants by dancing to an honour
song. I asked everyone to dance but
nobody moved. So I ask everyone (and
no one in particular) if we should dance
later, then silence, finally Violet said,
“Just do it now.” So the dance started
and I was really happy to have the honor
song and to dance in the circle holding
hands (although someone pointed out to
me that the song was not a round dance).
At the OCF’s Anishinaabe
Summer Art Camps, Archie and Violet
came out just to visit and share their
stories with the young artists (as seen
in the cover photo). Archie and Violet
were generous with their time and their
knowledge. Archie told the young artists
about Dreamers Rock. They asked him
if he ever fasted, to which he replied
“enh.” Of course they asked him what he
dreamt and asked if it came true. Art,
being his playful self said, “yes it came
true,” but did not tell them the dream
until they asked again. He then told them
that when he fasted at Dreamers Rock he
was told that he would be a councillor
for the people and be one for a long time,
and that had come true. Archie sat on
council for Whitefish River for many
years.
Violet had many times shared
her experience with us at the OCF. One
time, she told a group of youth that she
never thought she would be an elder or

In the Community
even speak up at gatherings. She said,
“Whenever I used to try and speak up,
I’d just burst out crying. The elders told
me not to worry about it and that it would
come and that I would be speaking up
for the elders. And that has happened.”
I later interviewed Violet for a project
about the history of the Pow wow in our
area. She stated that when she was a
child they did not have Pow wows in
Doowaganing (South Bay) but they had
dances where the fiddle was played.
She said that she started to dance
traditional 30 years ago and I asked her
why. “We had our family dancing, our
young ones, eh, so after they were able
to look after themselves, I just thought
it was important to dance with them,
not just send them out there, that’s how
I began.” I also asked her as well why
she started her children dancing and she
replied,
“you know it was when the ‘White Paper’
came out in ’69, where ah, Mr. Chretien
or Pierre said that you know, I don’t know
what they were talking about, but I just
remember hearing the tail end of that
statement when he had said that, ‘what do
these people want,’ he was talking about us
Anishinabeg. So he said that, ‘they don’t
even have their culture in place or their
language.’ So that’s when the leaders of the
community, that’s when they scrambled
together to try to do something right away.
And they began in groups, the one that I
remember was going to Wiky, twice a
week, to start to put something together,
the language and the history, and we met
every week, and we got those teachers
going, any person that spoke the language
fluently, speakers eh, we got them going to
the school. And what we did was we sent
them to summer school and they come
back in the community and they teach for
that year, and then they go back, I think
for 5 summers, so at the end of 5 summers
they got their degree, or their papers, they
were qualified teachers. That’s how that
started, same with the history.”

Both Archie and Violet as elders, may
not have looked like political activists,

but both had been involved and spurred
on by political activism, their activism
was not necessarily protests but activism
that mobilized the community and their
families. Their activism was not based
upon the dollar, Art and Violet were
mainly volunteers committed to their
fellow Anishinaabeg and to the belief
that Anishinaabe-bimaadziwin held
some answers to our current challenges.
Archie and Violet were married for 59
years and had nine children, and many
grandchildren and great grandchildren.
A well known elder used to talk about
the seven stages of life, and stated that
the seventh stage was the “Power life.”
This elder told me that the power is the
number of children, grandchildren and
great grandchildren, or “your circle.”
He said, “the more members in your
family, the bigger your circle, the
more your power.” Archie and Violet
McGregor were powerful people.
One day as I drove north on
Highway 6 through Birch Island,
Ontario, I ascended the hill, and
entered the straightaway that leads to
Archie and Violet’s house. I looked in
the sky and saw two bald eagles flying
side by side, effortlessly. Both were
gliding and did not need to flap their
wings. Both bald eagles made it look
so easy, to master the turbulent winds
over McGregor Bay, to soar off into the
distance, to soar north to the place of
the white haired waabshkindibejig, the
wise nebwaakaajig, the elders. These
two eagles flew right over Art and
Violet’s house and I was reminded of
the fact that eagles mate for life.
Perhaps you did not hear the
two trees fall in the forest. Perhaps
you did not hear the crash and perhaps
you have not seen the giant tree in the
forest, toppled. But maybe this summer
as you venture out onto the Pow wow
trail, and check out the vendors, maybe
you will then notice the absence of
Archie and Violet. • © OCF
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Moments from

Anishinaabewin Niswi

Wendy Makoons Geniusz gives the keynote address on Friday at Anishinaabewin Niswi.

by Crystal Migwans
This
past
Anishinaabewin
conference brought many familiar
faces back together at the Holiday Inn
in Sudbury, though it saw a few ‘firsts’
as well. For example, this was the first
Anishinaabewin conference co-hosted
by Kenjgewin Teg Educational Institute,
in partnership with the Ojibwe Cultural
Foundation, and we thank KTEI for
making Anishinaabewin Niswi: Deep
Roots, New Growth a success! (We
would also like to acknowledge United
Chiefs and Councils of Mnidoo Mnis
and Aboriginal Affairs and Northern
Development Canada!)

The other ‘first’ for the
conference was the introduction of
the
first Anishinaabewin book: a
published selection of papers from
the previous year’s conference.
Anishinaabewin Niizh (2011) includes
papers from Theresa Schenck, Anton
Treuer, Josephine Mandamin, and other
speakers from the 2011 conference. The
book was very well-recieved, and we
look forward to releasing the volume
for Anishinaabewin Niswi (2012), this
coming winter!
The event itself was relocated
back to the Holiday Inn on Regent St
in Sudbury, where the first conference,
two long years ago, had been held. It

was a cold week in early March, but the
snowy weather thankfully held until
after everyone had arrived.
As always, the Anishinaabewin
conference strives to showcase a broad
cross-section of the work being done
by Anishinaabe scholars, teachers, and
cultural workers. Each year there is also
a special series or theme. Last year we
had the “Nibiish Series” to honour the
water, and this year we chose to focus
on education. As such, the conference’s
subtitle (Deep Roots, New Growth)
was chosen to reflect the idea of an
organism rooted deeply by its elders,
teachers and traditions, with youth and
new ideas sprouting toward the sky.
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Friday morning opened with a
prayer from KTEI elder-in-residence
Gloria Oshkabewisens-McGregor and
a welcome from M’Chigeeng Chief
Joe Hare and KTEI Executive Director
Stephanie Roy.
We then heard Friday’s
keynote speaker, Wendy Makoons
Genuisz, with her presentation “Gego
Zhaaganaashiiyaadizisiidaa:
The
Decolonization Process.” Dr. Geniusz
kicked off our conference with an
impressive introduction spoken fully
in
Anishinaabemowin,
illustrating
beautifully the role of our language in
strengthening Anishinaabe scholarship.
Her presentation described colonization
as not only the occupation of lands,
but the indoctrination of our minds.
She also sang a beautiful song in
Anishinaabemowin, which carried
us perfectly into a day of culture and
sharing.
The rest of the day was broken
into three sections, with four concurrent
presentations in each section. Some of
the presenters would be repeating their
presentations each day, to give people
the chance to see a presentaiton they’d
missed. Also running throughout the
conference were our usual craft sessions.
This year we welcomed back Darlene
Bebonang with her beading workshop,
and Jake Sarazin with his quillwork
workshop. These quiet, creative
sessions are always a welcome way for
conference-goers to take a break from
the talks and noise.
The first section featured KTEI’s
Debra Tate, with “Walking the Medicine
Wheel Path in Daylight;” a workshop on
spirituality in the learning process. In
the next room, Alan Corbiere gave his
first historical presentation, “The 1836
Manitowaning Treaty: A Biography
of Signatories Mookomaanish and
Assekinack,” which followed up on
the theme of the 175th anniversary of
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the 1836 Treaty, held in Manitwaning
last August. In the third room was
Alexandra Nahwegahbow, a Master’s
student from Carleton University,
presenting her in-progress thesis
research on Anishinaabe mothering
traditions and the history of a certain
cradleboard from Bear Island. In the
final room Chris Pheasant spoke to our
educational theme with his presentation
titled “History in the Classroom,”
based on his own experiences teaching
Anishinaabe history.
After we shared lunch in the
solarium, the second section began. The
first room featured Sheguiandah elder
Gordon Waindubence, consistently
one of the most popular speakers at the
Anishinaabewin conferences. He gave
the clan teachings in his usual patient
manner, and the two time slots alloted
proved to be not nearly enough time.
One drawback to the conference format
is the limits it places on the unfolding of
oral teachings. We hope that two hours
is enough to introduce people to these
traditional ideas, so that they may later
pursue deeper knowledge.
At the same time, the other
conference rooms featured my own
presentation (my in-progress research
on thunderbird and panther imagery
in historical Anishinaabe art), a
presentation from Isaac Day on the rich
history to be learned from rock paintings,
and a presentation by KTEI’s Georgina
Nahwegahbow, sharing her reflections
on her educational experience at St.
Joseph’s Residential School.
There was a brief break before
the day’s final time slot. The first
room featured Sherry Farrell-Racette
presenting
“Visual
Migrations,”
in which she tracked Anishinaabe
artisitic influences as they travelled
to the Northern Plains and beyond.
Next was Leanne Simpson, sharing
a piece of her new book “Dancing on

our Turtle’s Back,” a reflection on
revitalizing Anishinaabe educational
and intellectual traditions. And finally,
Nancy Debassige got everyone engaged
in the oldest form of Anishinaabe
education: storytelling.
The day finished earlier than
in previous years, though the solarium
remained open for our evening event,
a fundraising auction to benefit the
OCF’s programs, featuring both
traditional craft and contemporary craft
pieces (quilts, paintings. This ended up
becoming a silent auction which ran
until the following day.
Everyone gathered again
on Saturday morning for a welcome
and prayer, and then to hear Dale
Turner present our second keynote
address: “Indigenous Peoples and the
University: Transforming Knowledge,”
in which he discussed how indigenous
ways of knowing are disadvantaged in
academic settings.
The first section of the day,
following the keynote, featured Sherry
Farrell-Racette, Issac Day and Leanne
Simpson repeating their presentations
from the previous day. These repeated
presentations were a result of the
feedback we’d received from previous
conferences, from people wishing
they didn’t have to miss half the
presentations! Alan Corbiere also
presented again, though on a new topic:
“Anishinaabe Participation in the War
of 1812.”
The afternoon had three
double sessions: Gordon Wainduence’s
clan teachings, Lucille McKenzie’s
workshop on the Dr. Greymorning
ASLA (Accelerated Second Language
Acquisition) teaching method, and
Brock Pitawanakwat’s report on
his educational experiences in an
Anishinaabe language immersion
program. All three of these sessions
ran for a full afternoon. Also in the
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afternoon were Deborah McGregor’s
talk on the bridging of Indigenous
knowledge from elders to youth, and a
Graduate Student Session showcasing
some of the students working hard
in various programs at Laurentian
University. Participating in this new

of the auction winners (I got one of
the quilts!), and then we sang Wendy
Makoons’ beautiful song before parting
once again.
Miigwech to everyone for
another great year, and we hope to see
you next year! •
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session were Lorilee McGregor with
her Aboriginal child health research,
Caroline Recollet on the Sacred Arts of
our Grandmothers, and Cindy Peltier on
her holistic cancer research.
The day concluded with a
door prize draw and the announcement
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WAR OF 1812 PROFILE:

Bemanakinang ‘Corn tassel’
By Alan Corbiere
On July 16, 1812,
Captain Roberts left St. Joseph
Island with his 30 regular British
troops, 200 voyageurs, 113 Sioux,
Menominee, and Winnebago, and
280 Odawa and Ojibwe warriors,
to take Fort Michilimackinac from
the Americans. By noon the next
day, the British and Anishinaabeg
force had claimed the fort. Among
that victorious force was a 15 year
old youth named Bemanakinang,
joining his father and uncle on the
war path. Though he had been
told to stay behind because he was
too young, Bemanakinang would
not be denied his opportunity to
distinguish himself among his
peers, family, clan and nation.
In 1875 Bemanakinang,
who was then reported to be
85 years old and living at
Wikwemikong, gave a deposition
to the Indian Agent detailing
his action in the War of 1812.
Bemanakinang stated that he
had “fought on the side of the
British at Mackinaw, [and had]
been in action five times.” He
did not mention any other places
but elaborated on one specific
instance, stating that

Portrait of Bemanakinang by Fr Nicholas Point

“on one occasion four canoes were
sent to seize a Boat which was
making for an American ship; three
of the canoes returned, but the one
in which he was (which was that
of his Father) continued to chase
the boat until they were fired at by
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the American vessel and were forced to
retire, on landing they were received by
the English officer, who said they were
brave warriors and wrote down their
names and promised that they should be
rewarded so as never to want anything,
not even a single needle all their life
long” (LAC RG10, Vol. 1951, File 4430).

In the same letter the Indian Agent
reported that Bemanakinang did not
possess any “papers, certificates of
service or discharges, but the fact of
their having served as represented is
well known and not a shade of doubt
rests upon the truth of their statements.”
The above mentioned battle
sounds like the episode when the
Americans tried to re-take Fort
Michilimackinac from the BritishAnishinaabe alliance on 24 July 1814
(LAC RG 10, Vol. 29, p. 17136).
However, this can’t be stated for
certain and archival research conducted
regarding this date has not turned up
the notes of the “English officer” who
wrote down their names. I have also
been unable to identify Bemanakinang’s
father through archival research,
or to positively identify the other
four engagements he mentioned.
Fortunately there are other sources.
In the 1890s, J. C. Hamilton was
compiling a book he would eventually
publish as “Famous Algonkians.” He
wrote to the Manitowaning Indian
Agent to ask about Odawa war chief J.
B. Assiginack. Hamilton was put into
contact with Fr. DuRanquet and Louis
Odjig (Odgik). Louis Odjig, it turned
out, was the son of Bemanakinang.
Odjig related that his father “was
fifteen years at the beginning of the war
(1812).” He also gave information on
how his father and his great uncle were
recruited to join the war:
“Before the war Chief Assiginack

had come on a visit to friends living
about Mackinac. He happened to be
there when a British officer sent by the
Government arrived and proposed to the
Indians to join them in war. They held
a council and many answered their call.
Assiginack, thinking that his nephew,
Bemunukinang, was too young (he was
fifteen), wanted him to go home, but
the boy felt greatly offended ‘No,’ said
he to his uncle. ‘I will not leave you,
wherever you go I will follow you.’ So
Michel Bemunukinang, Odgik’s father,
accompanied the Chief in all campaigns
of that war. They were at Niagara, about
Detroit, and south of Detroit and at the
River aux Raisins” (Hamilton 1899,
Famous Algonkians, p. 301).

This chief Assiginack was a Chief of
Chicago and by Odjig’s description is
a different chief than the two Odawa
chiefs also named Assiginack who
lived at Wikwemikong: Jean Baptist
Assiginack (Sparrow Hawk clan) and
Amable Assiginack (Bear clan). Louis
Odjig stated that his great
“uncle might have been then from thirty
five to forty. The time of his death, eight
or ten years before the birth of Louis
Odgik, who is now sixty four years
old… the Chicago Chief Assiginack, was
yet strong and not over aged at the time
of his death, so they learned from their
father.”

Louis Odjig would certainly
have known of both Jean Baptist and
Amable Assiginack, and he would
have known that both had lived to at
least 80 if not 90 years of age (this
disproves that Bemanakinang’s uncle
was Amable Assiginack because he
was still alive in 1877). So Odjig must
be referring to a third chief named
Assiginack, though the possibility
remains that either Jean Baptiste or
Amable was his father’s uncle. If one
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of them were indeed Bemanakinang’s
uncle (which is doubtful) it would more
likely be Amable Assiginack because
he, like Bemanakinang, was of the bear
clan (see image from 1849 petition).
Bemanakinang’s
name
surfaces briefly here and there after the
War of 1812. The years following the
war were a time of great change for the
Anishinaabeg. No longer courted as
warriors, the times required that they
adapt. The Odawa of L’Arbre Croche
(also known as ‘Waganakizi,’ present
day Harbour Springs, Michigan)
appear to have implemented a strategy
of education, Christianization, and
more intensive cultivation, while trying
to maintain as much of their homeland
as possible. Father Fenwick reported
signs that were encouraging to him
and forwarded a letter to Rome from
the L’Arbre Croche Odaawaa dated 9
September 1828, which was signed by
“the principal chiefs of the tribe. They
are all Catholics or catechumens.”
The names on the list included future
Wikwemikong Chiefs J.B. Assiginack,
Louis Sagitondawe, Vincent Pemassige,
Mookomanich, Osawayen, Michel
Mosaikons, and Michel Pemanakanang.
(Source: Dejean to the Vicar General of
Cincinatti, Mission at the Bay of the
Miamis, 26 Nov. 1827, Annals of the
Association of the Propagation of the
Faith, Vol 3. No. XVI, Jan. 1829, p.
324. Translation by Shelley Pearen)
Bemanakinang’s name appears
again in 1829, this time as a Chief of
L’Arbre Croche (Waganakizi). He
was recorded as one of the chiefs in
a delegation that met the American
Indian Agent Henry Schoolcraft
on 1 September 1832. The list of
chiefs’ names affixed to the document
provide the translation ‘corn tassels’
for the name Bemanakinang (spelt as
Pamiwukinung by Schoolcraft) (NAM,
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M1, 31: 263 – 269). Chief Paimuckinong
[Bemanakinang] was a chief in the
United States and when he moved to
Manitoulin Island he maintained that
chieftaincy. On January 2, 1840, the
assembled chiefs of Wikwemikong
wrote to the Superintendent General
of Indian Affairs in an effort to dispel
rumours of their dissatisfaction with
Manitoulin:
We are very thankful for your having
given us Manatoulin Island where
we wish to live, where our children,
and those hereafter to be born can live
comfortable. Our chiefs and young men
are greatly pleased when they see all they
plant growing so well and producing so
much. We do not (as others say of us)
look in vain for crops […]
We the Ottawas and Chippewas of
Wequamekong. Bemassige, Tebassige,
Atawij, Makons, Kitchinagassamonowin,
Tekamassamo, Achawenachin, Johnis,
Assikinank Pemanakinong. (LAC RG10,
Vol.72, pp: 66596).

Michel Bemanakinang, perhaps like
his uncles, had given up his medicine
bundle by then because it is evident
that he adopted Roman Catholicism
and was baptized. He also played
a prominent role in the community
promoting Christianity, as he served
as godfather for the children of Odawa
Chief Louis Tekamassimo and Odawa
Chief Louis Wakegijig. These chiefs
would not have just anybody serve as
godfather to their children, so this is a
testament to the esteem other chiefs had
for Bemanakinang. His name was also
listed alongside other Wikwemikong
chiefs (who were also veterans of
the war), such as Amable Assiginak,
Frederic Pebamitapi, J.B. Attagewinini,
and Vincent Pemassige, as those
that had received the sacrament of
confirmation prior to 1852. The Jesuits
also kept track of those who aided in
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the construction of the church at Holy
Cross Mission in Wikwemikong and
Michel Bemanakinang had dedicated
42 days of labour at the church and had
prepared 700 logs to the cause. Only
Wakegijik (who would later become
chief) and Chief Kinojameg had
dedicated more days to the construction
of the church. In fact, when the chiefs
were embroiled in a disagreement
with the Superior at the mission,
Bemanakinang stated that “I have
worked a lot on the church but that did
not prevent my field from suffering a
lot while I worked on the church. I still
had to whitewash a ceiling and a table
that I lent.” To which the superior Fr.
Point replied, that it was true, but that
Bemanakinang was paid 28 dollars
more than he was owed plus his portrait
was done (see image on pg 6).
Although Michel and Susanne
Nodinokwe had children already, they
decided to get married on 14 January
1844. Michel Bemanakinang and
Susan Nodinokwe had a son who was
born on March 9th and baptized on
14 March 1841 on Manitoulin Island.
They named their son Michel, after
the father, but tragically, he died when
three years old. On the 4 February
1850 the couple welcomed another
member to their family when their son,
Fabian Bemessea, married Philomene
Chawanebinensikwe. The couple also
had sons Joseph Naganwewidang,
Bernard Gijigobinensi, and Louis
Odjig, as well as the following
daughters,
Catherine
Ogimakwe,
Susanne Obidanakwadokwe, and
Marguerite Obidanakwadokwe.
In March 1875, Canadian
headquarters of Militia and Defence
distributed a circular to all Indian Agents
and requested that they determine if any
of the Indians in their superintendency
were veterans of the War of 1812.
James C Phipps responded that the only

two surviving veterans were Amable
Assiginak and Michel Bemanakinang
and he recommended that they receive
the (somewhat late) remuneration.
On July 16, 1878, two cheques in the
amount of $20 each (which must have
been a significant amount at the time)
were issued and sent to both men
(LAC RG 10, Vol 1951, File 4430).
After 63 years, both of these veterans
received some remuneration from the
government.
On the 10 of November 1878,
Michel Bemanakinang, member of
the bear clan, War of 1812 veteran,
and chief of his people died. Entered
in the Wikwemikong diary “11 Nov.
1878, buried Michel Bemanakinang
died the evening before aged more than
80, witness: Jako Atagewinini & Louis
Wakikijik & lots of others.” Reading
other entries for deaths, it is rare that
the priests would note that there were
“lots of others” at one’s death bed,
but it sounds like Bemanakinang was
a beloved chief, warrior and family
member.
This year is the bi-centennial
of the War of 1812. Many Canadians
know that the “Indians” joined the
cause, and many identify Shawnee
Chief Tecumseh as the main leader,
which he was. However, there were so
many more Anishinaabeg that fought
during that war and it has been one of
the OCF’s mission to identify as many
of the chiefs and warriors as possible.
People in the Lake Huron area may
have heard of Shingwaukonse,
Mookomaanish and Assiginack and
Shawano as participating chiefs, but
not many will have heard of the 15 year
old Odawa Bemanakinang of the bear
clan and how he insisted on joining his
uncle and father on the war path against
the Gichi-mookomaanag, a fight to
preserve their homeland. • © OCF
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Signatures on 1849 Wikwemikong petition, including Bebmanakinang (2nd from bottom), and Chief Amable
Assiginack (5th from top) who may have been Bemanakinang’s uncle.
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Of Leaves, Arms and Mouths
by Alan Corbiere
This past spring, my dad said
to me, “zhaazhi giizh’zaagbagaa.” I
had never read the phrase or heard it
spoken, but I understood it: “The leaves
are already done (coming out).” To a
speaker, this would not be a complex
phrase. As a second language learner,
however, being able to put together the
different elements (morphemes) without
having read the whole word previously
or having to fall back on a dictionary is a
personal achievement.
I recognized the morpheme -bag
in reference to leaves, because I knew
the word for poison ivy is nimkiibag
(‘thunder leaf’), or magkiibag (‘frog
leaf’) in other dialects. And I knew
the word for clover, nesobag (‘three
leafed’), having read it in the Rhodes
dictionary.
I also knew the word
zaagbagaa (‘the leaves come out’). So I
already knew the main part of my dad’s
phrase giizh’zaagbagaa, but by adding
the giizh- he introduced an element that
means ‘it is finished’ or ‘completed.’
And at that time, the leaves were indeed
completely unfurled.
These little
elements, which can change the whole

meaning of the sentence with one sound,
often trip up a new speaker. But they
are part of what makes our language so
descriptive. In the case of Anishinaabe
family names, the descriptive power
of small sounds and subtle elements
reaches another level of complexity
when one considers the history of the
name.
Knowing that the morpheme
-bag refers to leaves, I have often
understood the surname Eshkibok (a
surname in Wikwemikong) to mean
‘new leaf,’ which could be written as
Eshkibag. I arrived at this meaning
through Basil Johnston’s 1978 Ojibway
Language Course Outline for Beginners,
in which he listed the name “Eshkebug
- New Leaf” in the section “Men and
Women of Renown.” On the tapes
accompanying the course book Basil
elaborated, “The name is shortened
from Eshkebugcoosh which has been
translated as Flat Mouth, but there is
no way that this means flat mouth.”
He asserted that it couldn’t mean Flat
Mouth because the morphemes do not
match up: neither -doon (morpheme for
mouth) nor nabag- (morpheme for ‘it is
flat’) are present.

Basil’s list of men of renown
mainly included chiefs listed in
William Warren’s History of the
Ojibway People. Warren notes that
the Chief named “Esh-ke-bug-e-coshe
(Flat mouth also spelt as Aish-ke-buge-koshe)” was chief of the Leech Lake
Ojibwe (aka Pillager Band). Reading
this made me wonder if the people from
Wiky named Eshkibok had come from
Minnesota, since many Anishinaabeg
migrated all around the Great Lakes
area. Could the Wiky Eshibok family
be descendants of this famous Ojibwe
Chief? Was their surname shortened
somewhere along the line? All very
possible.
In 2010, Ojibwe historian
and language activist Anton Treuer
released his book The Assassination of
Hole-in-the-Day, in which one of the
dramatis personae is the same Chief
Esh-ke-bug-e-coshe who appears in
Warren’s book. Treuer, a member of
Leech Lake, asked his elders about
the name and seems to have clarified
its meaning. He wrote, “The name
Eshkibagikoonzh literally describes a
flat duck bill (mouth), rather than a flat
or stern expression.” (Treuer p. 234)
The Minnesota Ojibwe word for beak
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or bill is koonzh, and the morpheme
for flatness is nabag-. Koonzh is
clearly enunciated in Treuer’s spelling
of Eshkibagikoonzh, but nabag- is
not (otherwise it would appear as
Eshkinabagikoonzh) so I still do not
fully understand that interpretation.
However, Treuer is fully fluent in
the Ojibwe language and has spent
an enormous time with his elders,
so his translation and information
has challenged my tidy notion
that Eshkibok meant ‘New Leaf.’
Continuing my research
online, I found that this same
Chief Eshkibagikoonzh had been
to Washington in 1855, where a
bust was carved in his likeness
from marble. This bust is owned
by the United States Senate (see
image), and the accompanying bio
on the senate website challenges
Treuer’s translation:
“ Ay s h - k e - b a h - k e - k o - z h a y
(other English spellings are
also known) means ‘bird with
the green bill’ in the Ojibwa
language. ‘Flat Mouth’ did not
derive from this native name
but was instead an English
translation of the nickname
‘Gueule Platte,’ applied by early
French traders,” (http://www.
senate.gov/artandhistory/art/
artifact/Sculpture_21_00001.
htm#bio).

In essence they have agreed that
koonzh means ‘bill’ or ‘beak’ instead of
mouth, but aysh-ke-bah-ke they take
to mean ‘green.’ But as the morpheme
for green (and blue) in Ojibwe
is zhaawshkwaa- (if inanimate)
and zhaawshko- (if animate),
the name should theoretically be
e-zhaawshkwaakoonzh if it is ‘green
beak.’ Another interpretation could
be that the e-shkibag, meaning ‘new
leaf,’ would convey the idea that the

beak is as green as a new leaf. In fact,
another website on the Chief translated
the name as “Bill-like-a-new-leaf.”
To further complicate matters,
I have also encountered a similar name
with a separate meaning while copying

Marble bust of ‘Aysh-ke-bah-ke-ko-zhay. Flat
Mouth.’ (Chief Eshkibagkoonzh), in the United
States Senate.

out legends documented by Robert Bell.
Bell was a surveyor with a keen interest
in “Indian legends” who worked for the
Canadian Geologic Survey of Canada.
In 1891, he met with Joseph Gabo Sr
and Joseph Gabo Jr of Wikwemikong
and took down by dictation (with the
assistance of an interpreter) a legend
he titled “A Youthful War Party.” In
this legend five youths leave their
community and head east to meet the
enemy. The leader of this war party is
Eshkibagnike, translated by the Gabos

as ‘the person with red leaves on his
arm.’ This word can be broken down at
face value as eshki- (new, young, fresh,
commencing), -bag- (leaf), and nik(arm). Without the Gabos’ translation,
I would take this to mean ‘new leaves
sprouting off the arms.’ The word
I had expected to translate as ‘the
person with red leaves on his
arms’ is mskobagnike, with the
morpheme misko- or miskwaaindicating the colour red. The
connection between new leaves
and red leaves seemed strange.
Then, this spring, as I watched
the leaves bud, I noticed that the
emerging buds of certain trees
are indeed red (see image p. 10).
This is when it clicked for me. The
name must refer to a specific tree
with leaves that sprout red, such
as certain species of oak or maple
(which ones, I don’t know). The
name is an interesting example of
anthropomorphizing (attributing
human characteristics to) trees.
Instead of phrasing the name as
mskobagdikone (dikon = branch),
the namer chose Eshkibagnike.
So what does Eshkibok mean?
I don’t know. I haven’t yet had
the chance to ask the elders or the
people who carry that surname.
Is that family descended from the
Pillager chief Flat Mouth? Or does
their name mean new leaf? Or red leaf?
Green bill? Is it a shortened version of
Eshkibugicooshe? Or is it a shortened
version of Eshkibaginike?
Whatever it is, this example
demonstrates that the literal meanings
of Ojibwe words or names alone are
often not enough to convey their
more subtle, metaphorical references.
Anishinaabeg must delve deeply into
their family history to find the key to
their family name. • © OCF
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Upcoming OCF Events
Aug 16 @ 7pm
Sept 1 @ 7pm
Oct 6 @ 10am

LECTURE: “Anishinaabe Participation in the War of 1812” by Alan Corbiere
EXHIBIT OPENING: “Copper Thunderbird: The Art of Norval Morrisseau”
TREATY EVENT/LECTURE: “150 Years Later: Attempting to Understand the
1862 McDougall Treaty” with Shelley Pearen, Fr. Michael Stogre, and Theresa
Schenck.
BOOK LAUNCH: “Four Voices: The Great Manitoulin Island Treaty of 1862”
by Shelley Pearen

Oct 7 (time tba) Meeting of a new Upper Canada/First Nations history group. Everyone
welcome!

This inaugural meeting will serve as a means to network, and to share interests and research
regarding topics of First Nations and Upper Canadian pre-confederation history. Contact
Catherine Murton Stoehr at mstoehr@nipissingu.ca for more info.

